Maryland Dialogues on Diversity & Community encourages advancing discussions of identity, difference and commonality. Because meaningful dialogue and critical thinking can change culture, we want to hear your thoughts on race and racism or sexual misconduct. Express Yourself! allows others to learn from Maryland students’ unique experiences and perspectives.

Submit one of the following to participate:

**ESSAY:** Maximum of 1,000 words (.docx)

**VISUAL ARTS:** Maximum of 5 minutes (mp4) or (jpg)

**PERFORMING ARTS:** Maximum of 5 minutes (mp4)

**EMAIL ENTRY TO:** ExpressYourselfAward@umd.edu

**DEADLINE:** April 6, 2018

All students are eligible to participate. Assignments submitted as class work are acceptable for submission.

WIN $200 AT SCHOOL/COLLEGE LEVEL

WIN $1,000 AT UNIVERSITY LEVEL